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Introduction 
A useful method of investigating chemical changes, such as chemi-
sorption, at semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces is to measure the space-
charge capacity. The space-charge capacity of a semiconductor is a function of 
the surface-charge capacity, ·which is subject to changes in thc charge transition 
processes taking place on the surface. 
Space-charge capacity is measured at frequencies above 104 Hz [1, 21, 
because the part of the ci!·cuit at the interface can then be thought of as being 
replaced by a simple electric unit consistin g of a condensor and a resistor 
connected in series, which makes the space-charge capacity easy to determine. 
In many interface studies it is also necessary to obtain a measure of the 
frequency-dependence of the space-charge capacity. It is an important re-
quirement for any instrument used for such purposes that the tested semicon-
ductor electrode can be put earth. Besides for the sake of determining the 
capacity at the required accuracy impedances ·with phasf' angle less than 45° 
should be measured precisely. Only signals oflow (several millivolts) amplitude 
can be used for the measurements, else the polarization conditions at the 
interface (determined by the polarization voltage applied during the measure-
ment) will be considerably affected. Lastly, in order to make the time de-
pendence of thc capacity under given conditions accessible to study it to 
carry out many measurements in a short time, the measurement process itself 
must hc fast and easy to perform. 
As the common measuring deviccs do not meet all the abovc requirements 
we have designed and built a "Z-meter" free from this deficiency. This paper 
reports on the meter's principle of operation and its accuracy. The measm:ing 
conditions and our own studies on phenomena at semiconductor-electrolyte 
interfaces will be discussed in subsequent publications. 
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Principle of operation 
The instrument works as follows (see Fig. 1): Impedance Zm to he 
measured is connected to the output terminals of generator G across the 
variahle standard resistance RH and dropping resistors Ro- C and Rp as well 
as the two identical resistors Rare hoth connected in series in the same manner. 
A phase indicator is connected to points AB or BC. A vector diagram of 
the signals ohtained is shown in Fig. 2. The capacitance of C is chosen so that 
its impedance is equal to Rp at the measuring frequency, i.e. the voltage vector 
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U CB is exactly perpendicular to measuring signal U DE. If RH is adjusted so 
that the phase angle hetween UAC and UCB is zero, URH and Uz will he 
equal, hence Z = RH. If the input terminals of the phase indicator are con-
nected hetween AE and CF, the position of the slider on Rp can he adjusted so 
that U AE and U CF will he parallel, hence their phase angle wiIllikewise he zero. 
The potentiometer scale can therefore he directly calihrated in q;-values giving 
a direct reading of the phase angle. 
Construction of the apparatus 
The phase indicator is an oscilloscope tuhe; the signals to the horizontal 
and vertical deflecting plates are provided hy selective amplifiers with dif-
ferential inputs. These inputs are connected to points AB and CB when 
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measuring Z and to points AE and CF when measuring rp. The gain of the 
selective amplifiers is high enough to permit the fullmodulatioIl of the electron 
Leam OIl the screen even with an input signal of 1m V. An ellipse is seen on the 
screen if the circuits are unbalanced on either side. The equilibrium is found by 
varying RH or Rp until the cllipse is closed to a 4.5° straight line. 
As can be seen from the vector diagram, balancing bcgins with the deter-
mination of Z. There is, however, no need to correct RH during the measure-
ment, eliminating the lengthy iterated process of minimization proper to con-
ventional measuring bridges. Moreover the iteration cannot become divergent 
and thus Z and rp are dcterminable, even for small phase angles. Another ad-
vantage over the conventional Z-meters (Grutzmacher bridges) is that one of 
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thc electrodes of thc measuring cell can be permancntly earthed, thus, shielding 
is casier and cven a 20 to 30 MHz measuring frcqucncy can Lc ohtaincd hy 
using a low-capacity RH and Rp. 
To changc the measuring frequency, thc frequencies of thc measuring-
signal gcncrator and both selective amplifiers as well as thc value of C must hc 
changed simultaneously. As our measuring gencrator covers the 160 Hz to 320 
kHz frequency range in II steps, a great number of elements must run exactly 
together, since the phase transmission of both selective amplifiers must bc 
identical. Hence the following calihrating stages are involved in tuning thc 
ahove units: 1. All the selective amplifier inputs are connected to points CE, 
i.e. in each position the built-in tuning capacitors must be regulated until the 
ellipse on the oscilloscope screen closes, indicating identical phase transmission; 
2. Xc (reactance of capacitor C) and Rp are balanced by connccting the inputs 
of one of the selective amplifiers across points BC. With a zero voltage at one 
input of the other amplifier, a signal shifted by 90° compared to the measuring 
signal is applied to the other one from a series-connected potential divider 
consisting of a capacitor Co and resistor T. The circuit and its vector diagram 
are shown in Figs 3 and 4, resp. When XCo is by two orders of magnitude 
greater than T, Ur is perpendicular to the measuring voltage vector U DE at an 
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error of a few tenths of a degree sufficiently accurate adjustmenL eau be madc 
at all frequencies. 
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The equipment also contains a high output resistance current generator 
supplying the polarization current for the electrodes, a voltmeter and a pH 
meter. These units are wired in the conventional wav. l\Iain technical speci-
fication of the equipment: 
Measuring frequency 
Measuring signal amplitude 
Range of imp('danc(' meaSUn'llH'nt 
Error of impedance mea8Urf'ment 
Range (If phasf' angle meaSUff'l1H'tJ t 
Error in phase angle measun'lll('nt 
Polarization current;; 
Polarization voltage !l1p<!sun'IlH'llt between 
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160 Hz to 320 kHz 
1 mY to 50 mYe}f 
10 Q to 1 l\H2 
max. . 2 u/o 
o to 90) 
rnax. ~_!- 2 ~ ;) 
2 ,IIA to 2 iliA 
2 Y: -,- 2 (; fJ' 
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Summary 
A non-iterative, compensated, impedance-phase angle meter with an oscilloscope phase 
indicator has been designed and built for measurements of space-charge capacity at semicon-
ductor (germanium)-electrolyte boundaries. The instrument can operate oyer a wide measuring 
range (160 Hz to 320 kHz), Maximum amplitude of the measuring signal is 10 mV. :Measuring 
error for both Z and rp is max. 2° 0 , 
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